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MESOZOIC STRESS HISTORY OF THE UPPER CONNECTICUT VALLEY
AT TURNERS FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS
DONALD U. WISE
Department of Geology and Geography,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003
BACKGROUND GEOLOGY FOR THE TRIP
The Mesozoic Deerfield Basin lies north of the Hartford Basin, separated from it by the Amherst Inlier. The
most prominent topographic marker is the Jurassic Deerfield Basalt (fig. 1), a flow unit separating the Triassic
Sugarloaf Arkose on the west from the Jurassic Turners Falls Sandstone on the east. Filling of the basin was
marked by eastward stepping of the depocenter from Triassic to Jurassic time to allow accumulation on Paleozoic
basement of the Mount Toby Conglomerate along the Eastern Border Fault
The Eastern Border Fault, about 6 km east of Turners Falls, is an excellent example of tectonic heredity. It
follows more or less faithfully the trace of the west-dipping flanks of the Devonian Pelham Dome to produce the
broad arc evident in figure 1. The dip of the fault is also subparallel to the dome units, about 30 degrees to the
west. As mapped by Willard (1952), a series of smaller normal faults in the basin trend parallel to the border fault.
Two of these faults will be examined on the trip, the Falls River and the Canada Hill Faults (fig. 2). Details of
the proposed interpretation of the fault zones differ from those of Willard who extends them for great distances
rather than splaying and dissipating the displacement into minor fault blocks and local folds.
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FIGURE 1.

INDEX MAP FOR THE DEERFIELD BASIN

The stratigraphic summary of the field trip area is presented in figure 3 with lake bed zones being the primary
means of breaking the column into the informal units suggested here. At times of low water there is over a
kilometer of nearly continuous rock exposure just downstream of the Turners Falls Dam across the Connecticut
River. As pieced together in figures 2 and 3, this represents slightly more than 300 meters of Jurassic stratigraphy.
The units are rich in sedimentary and igneous structures. (Members of the trip are encouraged to point out any
features of interest to the group.)
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COMPOSITE STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN
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The exposures (fig. 4) show a far more complex series of structures than those usually ascribed to the Mesozoic
of this region. Such structures include significant normal faulting with NW-SE extension followed by conjugate
strike-slip faults indicative of NE-SW compression. Local thrusting and small scale compressional folding are in
part younger than the normal fault episode. Several periods of jointing and veining also were associated with these
events, especially with the normal faulting and extension.
The 55 meters of exposed Deerfield Basalt stratigraphy include two lava flows, pillows, columnar joints,
volatile-rich sill-like overpressured zones, neptunian dikes, and sedimentary interbeds folded in part by moving lava.
The 250 meters of exposed Turners Falls stratigraphy reveal local isoclinal folds, extension breccias of several ages,
and bedding plane faults decorated with extension growths of mineral fibers.
The rocks include a rich record of clues to changing fluid compositions, temperatures, and differential degrees of
ductility during deformation. Cooling basalts with fluid and jointing effects, minor ore mineralization along fault
zones, and oxidation-deoxidation effects in the redbeds and basalt are common in some areas. The organic-rich lake
beds passed through the hydrocarbon maturation window during the major periods of normal and strike-slip motion
leaving their marks on some of the veins and faults. Sandstones and conglomerates were lithified early while
some of the fluid-rich lake beds remained ductile during most of the deformation.
THEMES
There are two basic themes on this trip. One is to show a wide range of sedimentary and igneous features
which gradually merge with time into tectonic structures which include extension, compression, and strike-slip
motion under varying degrees of ductility and fluid environments. Also evident are the changing paleo-vertical
versus present-day vertical effects on structures produced as the basin tilted to the southeast.
The other fundamental aim of this trip is to demonstrate that two major orientations of Mesozoic stress (fig.
5) are recorded in this area as well as many minor and/or local stress effects and orientations. The first major
stress was extension with sigm a 3 oriented approximately N40W . The plunge of this sigma 3 as
recorded in the rocks changed with time because the main tilting of the basin to the SE was associated with this
phase of faulting. Orientation of the early sigma 3 is shown nearby in orientations of basaltic dike swarms and
locally by similar orientation of many smaller normal faults, joint and vein orientations. The early fracture pattern
is complicated by an oblique average orientation of the main faults in the dam area at N15E, possibly controlled by
parallelism to the nearby Border Fault. Dips of these faults are relatively shallow to the NW, possibly synthetic
with the Border Fault and in part a reflection of synchronous and subsequent tilting. The fact that overall sigma 3
is oriented about 20 degrees clockwise from perpendicular to this large-scale fault anisotropy, requires some
oblique, right-lateral normal motion. (Portions of the Border Fault show similar effects as shown by Maher’s study
of drill cores included in Wise, 1979, p. 234-238).
The second major stress field involved compression and strike-slip faulting with sigma 1
nearly horizontal at about N40E in the field trip area. Sigma 3 was relatively little changed from the first
or normal fault phase, raising the question of whether sigma 3 was the time-constant major deviatoric stress with
sigma 1 and 2 merely exchanging places from first to second stages. Effects of this second stress field were felt
broadly as first pointed out by Goldstein (1975) in showing that strike-slip faults indicative of a NE to NNE sigma
1 are common in the northern part of the Deerfield Basin. (Actual sigma 1 orientation could be more northeasterly
than interpreted by Goldstein because of possible inclusion of phase 1 oblique-slip motions in his data.) Further,
Williams (1979) showed that many late-stage kink bands in the Paleozoic metasediments at the north end of the
basin (fig. 5) also indicate a compressional phase with sigma 1 oriented N55E with a plunge of 25 NE. Precise
orientations of this second phase of northeast compressional effects may vary locally but are certainly real and
widespread in this region.
The overall fault and stress orientations are shown in the cumulative plots of figure 6. For convenience of
reference the faults are grouped by slickenside orientation clusters in figure 7 with a letter for each. Subgroups are
based on differences in orientations of fault planes or motion senses.
The groups are:
A: slickenlines plunging NNW. Subgroups include normal and reverse as well as right-lateral faults;
B: slickenlines are horizontal and NE to E with dominant left-lateral motion;
C: slickenlines plunge shallowly S to SW and are dominantly right-lateral;
F: (location #10) slickenlines are on bedding plane faults marked by fibrous calcite growths;
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J: (location #5) slickenlines are on flat planes with NNE motion;
I: (location #3) slickenlines cut sedimentary inlier in basalt and plunge shallowly SSE;
P:
(location #4) slickenlines are thrusts on flat, polished, hematitic surfaces with shallow plunges to the SSE;
V:
(location #1) slickenlines are fairly close to the present day vertical.
/

The summary plot of poles to faults shows most faults strike E to NE to E and dip to the NW. Their average
orientation is crudely perpendicular to bedding with dips varying up to 30 degrees on either side. A second set of
fault planes has motion crudely parallel with bedding. The summary plot of poles to all veins (mostly carbonate and
quartz) shows generally NW-SE extension. Some of the veins are crudely normal to bedding but others, unlike the
faults, tend to have steeper dips to the NW than expected for perpendicular to bedding. The relationships are
interpreted as some veins forming early in the extension process prior to significant tilting whereas others postdate
much of the tilting of the basin fill to the SE.
In the Turners Falls area, the strike-slip, conjugate faults (Groups B and C, figure 7) post-date most of the
tilting of the basin fill with all the strength anisotropies associated with differential rates of lithification. The result
is a complicated geometry with some fault planes changing orientations abruptly from near bedding-parallel to near
bedding perpendicular and back again. Associated local stress reorientations produce curving slickenlines and
relationships which might be incorrectly interpreted as small normal or thrust faults if the larger fault pattern were
not exposed. Best exposures of this complex, younger, strike-slip system are at location #10 but they are also
present in reasonable prominence at locations #1, #7, and #8.
Flat faults, some of them thrusts and apparently unrelated to the strike-slip system, occur as separate
deformational phases throughout the field trip area (Groups I, J, F, P). Some are indicative of NNW to NW to W
compression and are most readily seen in association with the folding and shortening at location #4. Other
locations are at #1 and #5. Some members of this group post-date the two main phases of deformation but I am not
yet certain that all of them are so young nor that all have the same sense of displacement.
From a broader tectonic view, this trip is designed to demonstrate the older Mesozoic stress orientations as well
as the younger reorientation of the stress field as shown in figure 5. Correlation of this fundamental change in the
stress history can probably be correlated with the change from rifting to drifting as the Atlantic opened (De Boer and
others, 1988).
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CAUTION AND ACCESS
In spite of the short distance and relatively level topography of this trip, walking can be difficult Some of the
travel will be across one meter microrelief formed by tilted edges of thin sedimentary beds. Thin soled shoes can be
very uncomfortable on such terrain. In case of rain and slippery rocks, the itinerary may be modified or even
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canceled for reasons of safety. For easier access to the spillway island, we are attempting to get permission from
Massachusetts Electric Power Company at Northfield Mountain to use their walkway across the dam.
For anyone planning to run this trip at another time, remember that the exposures are downstream from a major
dam. Most years, most of the exposures are accessible from June through September. In dry years this period can
extend from mid-May to mid-November. Portions of the exposures along the northeast shoreline can be visited at
almost any time other than flood stage or winter ice. During high flow periods, care should be exercised for
changing water levels associated with opening and closing of flood gates. Slime covered rocks can make walking
especially hazardous.
The road cut by the parking lot on Route 2 is always accessable and has a reasonably wide apron. However,
because of high speed traffic on the blind curve, crossing from the parking lot to reach the cut can be dangerous.
Use extreme care: a flag person or a lookout on the parking lot side of the road is recommended for the return
transit of any large group.
Outcrop locations #3 and #4 can be reached from the Route 2 parking lot without fording Falls River. Cross
westward over the Falls River bridge and immediately go down over the embankment to the south. A footpath leads
over the basalt cliff about 10 meters above water level to exit onto the Connecticut River floor.
ITINERARY
The trip will convene on Sunday, October 16, at 9:00 A.M. at the Route 2 parking lot overlook of Turners
Falls Dam, just north of Turners Falls, Mass. First we will look at the road cut opposite the parking lot (Location
#1, figures 2 or 4). Most of the cars will be left at this overlook as the group is ferried to the next bridge
downstream. (Parking there is possible at the southeast end of the bridge next to the Franklin County Housing
Authority). The group will cross the bridge and descend to the river floor southwest of the bridge abutment. We
will follow the shoreline back to the parking lot by lunch and then examine the spillway area after lunch.
A BIT OF HISTORY
Prior to white occupation, this area was the home of the Pocumtuck Indians, a relatively peaceful group of the
Algonquin peoples. The large falls of the Connecticut River constituted an ideal spot for fishing and the adjacent
terraces provided good land for farming. Many artifacts have been found in the area.
Adrian Block first sailed up the lower Connecticut River in 1614 and by the 1630's William Pyncheon had
established a navigation system along the river with towns beginning to be established at the expense of Indian
lands. Farther south in Connecticut some of the newly founded towns were attacked by Indians. The settlers
retaliated by massacring 600 Pequot Indians near Mystic in 1637. However, in this area the Pocumtucks had
relatively good relations with the settlers and even sent canoes loaded with com down river in 1638 to help some of
the towns impoverished by the Pequot War. Later, the Pocumtucks had a misunderstanding with the Mohawks. The
result was destruction of much of the tribe in 1664.
Finally, in 1675 an Indian uprising known as King Phillip’s War brought local feelings to a boil. In late
spring, 1676, a group of about 300 Pocumtucks were camped on the terrace at the north end of the present Turners
Falls bridge. Subsequently, about 80 head of cattle disappeared from the area just to the southwest To avenge this,
a band of 142 settlers led by a C aptain W illiam T u rn er of Hatfield rode to the west side of the basalt ridge of
the field trip area. Shortly before dawn on May 17,1676, this group left their horses just west of the ridge to sneak
across Falls River and over the ridge near the Location # 1 parking lot. The Indians were all asleep from a feast the
previous night and had no sentries posted. The attack killed most of the 300 inhabitants of the camp, a few trying to
escape over the falls by canoe or swimm
ing. Only one settler was lo st
The victorious party headed south very quickly in poor array, possibly because of a rumor of the approach of
King Phillip and 1000 of his warriors. Captain Turner foolishly allowed the force to break into several small groups
which were attacked separately within a few miles by the Indian survivors and by Indians from surrounding villages.
About 40 of the settlers were killed in the retreat, including Captain Turner as he was crossing the Green River in
present-day Greenfield. His second in command, a Captain Samuel Holyoke of Springfield, finally established
order and moved the survivors back to the safety of the stockade at Hatfield.
A tombstone-like monument at the north end of the bridge marks the site of the massacre and the events
whereby Turners Falls got its present name.
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More Recent History
1798 Canal and locks built around the falls. Authorized by Massachusettslegislature and signed by Govern or John
Hancock.
1826 First steamboat passes up the canal
1856 Canal and locks abandoned as railroads take over.
1868 Establishment of Turners Falls. (No real town existed before.) Alvah Crocker, after building the Fitchburg
Railroad, laid out the town as an industrial community and convinced major industry to establish there.
This was one of the last of the large canal-based water powered industrial communities to be established in
the region. 1872 Town of Greenfield sets up competi tion by establishing Falls River Industries along Falls
River, 1/4 mile west of parking lot stop. Stopped when Montague Paper Co. buys rights to the water of
Falls River and lays a 24 inch pipeline across the river bed. (The trace is still visible as a trench just
upstream of the wooded island in mid-stream.)
1879 Paintings show main factories completed, town more or less in its present state and two suspension bridges
across river.
1950 - ? Industrial decline as tool industries close or move o u t Shoreline factories are now owned by paper
companies.
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NOTES FOR SPECIFIC LOCATIONS

LOCATION #1: Road cut opposite parking lot, Route 2
- Exposure of the Deerfield Basalt (fig. 8). Top of the flow is visible at right end of outcrop. Base can be found
near the river in the woods just to the left. Good exposure of pillow lavas at the base can be seen in the next road
cut across bridge to the west (another fault block) but use extreme care with traffic. Even better exposure is at the
rear of the large sand pit just south of Route 2, 1/4 mile to the west.
- Two separate flows. Stratigraphic zones are given in figure 8. Several sill-like zones 5-10 cm thick are marked
by very coarse grain, diabasic texture, and local oxidation. These are interpreted as trapping of volatiles at different
lithostatic pressures within the cooling mass. Alteration to near greenstone condition is common throughout flow.
Note gradation of texture and grain size in upper flow, changing from fine at base, through medium, to very coarse
grained and finally to vesicular at the top. Volatiles probably responsible for red oxidized tops of both flows.
in middle section show excellent arrest marks in paleo-horizontal orientation.
Columns cut and hence postdate the sill-like, coarse grained zones.
with strike-slip
motion approximating present day horizontal. Interpreted as result of strike-slip phase of faulting being largely posttilting of basin.
- Many tectonic joints, most about N45E, with associated calcite and some quartz. Some show pull-apart
structures indicative of down to NW motion during filling. Interpreted as part of the general extension and t
the basin.
- Fault with several meters of dip-slip displacement at left end of crop. Normal with relatively little mineralization
but also includes some strike-slip motion. Orientation N30E.
- Complex families of minor slickenside motions are separated and designated by letter in figure 9. Displacements
may be only a few mm but their strain patterns give some indication of the causal stresses. In the absence of
displaced markers, motion senses are best determined by transpressional and transtensional effects associated with
irregularities on fault surfaces. Mineralization is concentrated in the low pressure zones in the lee of an asperity
whereas better polish and grooving are on the transpressional side. (Some of the best examples are on the strike-slip
slickenlines crossing the arrest marks on the columnar joints.)
A number of fault families are present as illustrated on figure 9. Most represent reactivation of pre-existing
joint surfaces. The typical phase 1 normal faults are the A 1 group (subsequently tilted to the present shallow dips).
The A2 group has identical slickenlines, steep dips to the west, and right-lateral motion; it is interpreted as the result
of oblique strain produced by the N15 E Border Fault and Falls River Fault interacting with the average regional
NW-SE extension direction. The A3 group is a younger reversal of motion on these older fracture planes. B1 and
C are the left and right-lateral strike-slip fault groups associated with the younger NE-SW sigma 1 orientation.
Groups B2 and B3 represent shallow to moderately west-plunging, right and left-lateral motions on NW dipping
planes. Some of the reverse and right-lateral oblique motions may be part of the B 1 conjugate system. The
normal, left-lateral, oblique motions may be variations on the older extension pattern, a more extreme variation that
group A4 at location #4. The V group of faults with slickenlines approximately vertical, may be partly a
conjugate pair to the A1 extension faults subsequently tilted to the present vertical from a 60 degree SE dip and
plunge.
- Mineralization on the A set of faults is largely calcite with some quartz. On the B and C sets, minerals are similar
but more sparse. The B3 or reverse set is marked largely by polished surfaces and hematitic stains.
- Cross-cutting or overprinting relations of slicks are not common but locally show the C2 set to be young. A
large overhang near the right hand end of the crop has three distinct sets of slicks: oldest is N45W and normal; next
is N80W and normal; youngest slicks are N60E, top to the NE and hematitic stained, possibly an aberant member of
the C set.
- In general, note that strike-slip motions are younger than dip-slip ones w h e r e v e r age relationships are visible in
the crop. Further, note that the strike-slip slicks are more closely related to the present-day horizontal than to
paleo-horizontal.
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LOCATION #2: Canada Hill (Normal) Fault Zone
—Drive through town of Turners Falls to bridge at downstream end of area. Park beside Franklin County Housing
Authority and walk to west end of bridge. Descend to river bed just beyond the southwest comer of bridge. While
crossing bridge, note the strong development of N15E joints parallel to the fault. Details of the air photo (Fig. 10)
can be appreciated from the bridge elevation.
of the stop is to:
(1) See the style of fault splaying into separate blocks as normal displacement passes from a strong and very
brittle unit (the basalt) into a relatively weak and slightly less brittle sedimentary cover;
(2) See the pattern, typical of this area, of localization of N15E, 40 NW joints parallel to normal faults in their
upthrown block; and
(3) See a half size, better exposed version of the Falls River Fault which dominates much of the rest of the trip.
—The top of the Deerfield Basalt is displaced horizontally by about 100 meters at this location. (The contact on the
downthrown block is exposed in the riverbank a few hundred meters downstream and can be projected to the
approximate displacements shown on the maps.) This displacement would correspond to about 120 meters of throw
with respect to present vertical or, more probably, to about 80 meters of throw with respect to pre-tilt or
paleo-vertical orientation.
- Splaying of the fault upward from the basalt into lower units of the Turners Falls Sandstone, defines isolated and
only slightly rotated fault blocks. The fault zones are not particularly wide nor intensely disturbed although local
folding is visible. The exposes are all in the relatively monotonous beds of unit A and provide poor opportunity to
determine precise displacement at any given location. Across the river to the southeast, shoreline exposures of
resistant unit B show local disturbance on the projection of the splaying faults. Note dip of the normal faults in
relation to present versus paleo-vertical.
—Under bridge, note the dominance of N15E joints as spaced macrojoints extending for several tens of meters. Also
note the relatively flat dip of the joint planes to the west as a reflection of pre-tilt geometry. The joints are
interpreted as extensional structures localized by strains associated with the evolving Canada Hill Fault Zone.
LOCATION #3: Sediments interlayered with top of the basalt
- Proceed upstream from location #2 for about 400 meters. If necessary use map and buildings across river to
locate the spot on figure 4.
- Two to five meters above normal water levels are interleaved slabs of fine grained sandstone in the upper 3-4
meters of basalt. Strike is generally N45E parallel with regional orientation.
— These sediments were localized in a low place in the top of the basalt, possibly near the
confluence of two flow channels. At extreme low water, the precise contact of the basalt can be traced as an
interfingering contact with the sedimentary cover just below a lens of mudstone. This lens extends for about 100
meters and thickens from about 1 meter on either side to about 3 meters, across the former depression in the basalt
topography.
-- The sedimentary slabs are folded in two styles (see figure 11).
(1) One style has steep to locally overturned dips, amplitudes of up to a meter, and basalt contacts which truncate
and disrupt sediments on some of the steep limbs. These lines of truncation trend generally N 40 to 90 E. The
truncated folds suggest overturning to the SE as being more common. The relationships are interpreted as final
stages of Deerfield Basalt flowage (here moving to the SE) interacting with the first channel fills of the Turners
Falls Sandstone. Complex relationships also exist with the sediment at the base of the flow as Emerson (1898)
gives lengthy descriptions of sediments being squeezed upward for many meters into what we would now term
pillows lavas.
(2) The second fold style is more open with axes oriented about N75E, 10NE. The folds seem to be associated with
the flat faults discussed below and have an orientation approximately perpendicular to the fault motions. Locally a
crinkle lineation on bedding is parallel to the fold axes.
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—A pervasive set of minor fault surfaces cut the sediments at dips of 10 to 30 degrees to the SE. These are
largely unmineralized, grooved and curving surfaces with slicks plunging rather consistently at S20E at 20 degrees.
The surfaces are relatively well-healed and are folded in sympathy with the enclosing beds by the second set of folds
(above).
- One well defined joint set at N40E, 70-90NW seems to cut the slicks and not be displaced by even minor fault
motions. Some faint silicification follows the some of the joints. The joints curve slightly in passing through the
folds.
- The flat fault surfaces with slickenside orientations on this crop are similar to those in many other parts of the
area. I am still not positive about the motion sense of these particular slicks, nor of the correlation of the joint set
with other sets in the area, nor of all the relative age relationships in this outcrop. In light of this uncertainity,
correlation of these structures to adjacent outcrops seems premature; help or advice would be appreciated.
LOCATION #4: Outcrop sized normal and thrust faults
-N orm al fault (fig. 12) Is about a 1/15 scale Canada Hill Fault and 1/25 scale model of the Falls River Fault
+ Splays upwards out of basalt into sediments to produce slightly rotated fault blocks with some minor folding
+ Other parallel minor faults cut the contact about 20 meters up and downstream from the larger fault
+ Orientation N15E, 65 W ( approximately paleo-vertical, orientation.) Displacement of main fault of about 4
meters (with respect to paleo-vertical) dies upward in the next 25 meters of stratigraphy as a series of gently
curving beds.
+ Tight folding, kinking, and crowding largely restricted to dragged synclinal area of downthrown block. Hinges are
S15-25W, 20 SW.
+ Mineralization includes quartz, calcite, and barite (in masses up to 10 cm across) as well as minor sulfides.
(Please refrain from mining the barite for lab collections.)
+ Prominent joint zone in basalt is parallel to the fault in the upthrown wall. This zone is approximately 5 meters
wide with many younger minor fault motions and veins along individual joints. It is interpreted as an extensile
feature of the brittle basalt as the rock was starting to flex in the early stages of fault development
- Thrust faults. Two examples are 50 and 100 meters upstream from the normal fault. (See figure 13).
+ Each fault zone offsets the basalt contact by about 3 meters. SW fault leaves a highly deformed one meter s
eptum of sediments extending for about 20 meters in the basalt.
+ Farther up the bank (at the tree edge between the two thrust areas) is a one meter septum of sediment included in
the basalt Unlike the other septa at location #3, this does not show extensive interaction with moving basalt
Superficially it shows little evidence of metamorphism. Slickenlines can be found on its upper surface
indicative of some movement along the zone. It is interpreted as being some combination of interbedding and
thrust repetition. The presence of this septum and possibly of others like it may be the cause of localization of
more prominent thrusting of the basalt contact at this place.
+ Most obvious effect of the compression is to cause intense local crowding and folding of the overlying sediments.
Fold hinges are oriented about N90E with plunges of 10-30E. Curvature of outcrops associated with these folds
can be traced upward through about 40 meters of stratigraphy in the riverbed.
+ Good motion vectors on slickensided fault surfaces are rare on the thrust contacts. However, the area just to the
SW has many flat, polished and hematitic, slickensided surfaces with motion vectors S20-30E and a plunge of
20 SE (fault group P on figure 12). Where determinable, the motion sense is top toward the NNW (thrust for
present vertical orientations).
+ Relative ages??
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.. The flat slicks in the thrust area are similar in orientation and appearance to those in the sedimentary inlier at
location #3.
.. The late folds in the inlier are sub-parallel with those in the thrust related area.
.. N30E joints are superimposed on the inlier faults and folds but N15E joints are superimposed on the sediments
crumpled by the thrust faults. The N15E joint orientation is dominant in the adjacent normal fault zone.
.. One exposure has the hematitic, flat slickenlines clearly superimposed upon N15E joints of the disturbed zone of
the normal fault
.. The compressional folds associated with the thrusting, strike at an angle of only about 70 degrees to the flat,
polished and hematitic slickenlines. It is possible that these structures are unrelated in time and stress.
.. The normal fault zone has associated hydrothermal mineralization whereas the compressional folds and faults are
almost devoid of mineralization.
.. PRESENT WORKING HYPOTHESIS. There were several periods of N to NW to W directed thrusting, The
one associated with the compressional folding postdated the period of normal faulting.
- Depending on water stage, in walking upriver to location #5 we may ford Falls River or take the pathway up and
over the basalt cliffs on its west side about 10 meters above water level and proceed across the Route 2 bridge to the
parking lot. At the level of Falls River there is near exposure of the contact of sandstone upon basalt plus some
minor faulting. The main Falls River Fault must pass up the river just east of these shoreline crops with a modest
dip westward under the cliffs.
LOCATION 5: River's edge down the path on the basalt from the Route 2 parking lot
- The upper contact of the basalt is traceable from the Route 2 road cut down over the valley slopes to the riverside
exposures. Beds in the island on strike in the river are about 90 meters higher in the stratigraphy. Thus, the Falls
River Fault must pass directly offshore from the basalt outcrop. A low water map of the end of the basalt ridge is
given in figure 14.
-- A prominent joint set (upper net, right side of figure 14) marks the ridgeline used for the descending path. This
class of joints at about N10E, 40W are most strongly developed in the basalts and overlying sediments adjacent to
the normal fault zones.
- Similar joints extend upwards into the covering sediments but show quite varied dips. Locally they can be seen
with listric shapes opening toward the main fault. They are part of the extension process which ultimately produced
the main fault
- A remnant of infaulted sediment is preserved and exposed at very low water level (fig. 14). Unlike the inliers at
location #3, these sediments are clearly fault bounded with relatively shallow plunging slickenlines. The faults (map
and lower net of figure 14) curve back and forth between the main west-dipping joint set and a moderately NWdipping set of faults (fault groups A1 and A2). The parasitic nature of the faults is obvious as they make use
alternately of the two main joint sets. The two groups of fault orientations are separated on figure 14 with an arrow
pointing from the clusters of poles to the clusters of slicks. Between the two sets of parasitic (making use of older
fractures) faults, the average motion on the fault must be at about N20W at a plunge of about 30 degrees.
The faulting involved little rotation of the displaced block because dips in the block are essentially the same
as in the overlying sediments.
-- Sill-like coarsely crystalline zones, similar to the road cut, ar found at the base of the path. However, they can be
seen to break upward irregularly across section at a few places.
- The upper contact of the basalt can be followed away from the river to see some much poorer versions of
neptunian dikes than are visible at location #3.
A

LOCATION #6. CLASTIC DIKE IN THE TURNERS FALLS SANDSTONE
- Go upstream about 30 meters directly under the power lines high overhead. Please refrain from picking
apart the dike. It's the best one around these parts.
- Depending on recent river deposits, the dike may be seen (fig. 15) to have no connection with the beds above or
below it at this level of exposure. A bedding- parallel septum in the middle of the dike may be a remnant of a sand
bed downdip which was mobilized for the injection of the sand. The dike itself is segmented with mudstone septa
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constricted between growing dike segments. The feature would appear to be the result of lateral injection within the
mudstone bed. A likely scenario is fluidization by seismic shock of an unconsolidated sand which was prevented
from dewatering by enclosure in the less permeable mudstone.
LOCATION #7. Faulting in lake bed #0 and the sandstones of unit B
- Designation of the first lake bed here as #0 is in deference to a common terminology using # 1 ,2 , and 3 for the
overlying triplet of lake beds which comprise unit C. Bed #0, at the base of the resistant sandstones of unit B, is
much less prominent and has much less organic matter than the overlying ones. In the island in midstream, it is
even less prominent than on the shoreline exposures. However, it does contain carbonate concretions and some
organic matter in a fine-grained matrix. Color changes along strike suggest oxidation or reduction reactions from
circulating fluids
- The lake bed has many small-scale bedding plane fault and fold structures. They are similar to but not so well
exposed as those at location #10.
- Several strike-slip faults cut the overlying sandstones and penetrate into the lake beds. Most are strike-slip but
examples of curvature of slickenlines into more dip-slip displacement indicate that local stress fields in the moving
blocks permitted some transtensional motions. The plot (fig. 16) of the faults from this location up to the dam
shows conjugate groups B and C with appropriate left and right-lateral displacement. (The opposite senses of
motions indicated for a few of the slickenlines of the figure are probably the result of mis-interpretation of motion
sense. The plot shows the original field determination of motion sense. The field data also include a certainty of
motion value and these irregular displacements were designated as low certainty.) The faults are for the most part
polished and little mineralized. Some interesting minor drag folding, crude cleavage development, and minor breccia
production can be seen at the intersections or splays of some of the faults. Tracing of the faults upsection shows
them disappearing into zones of more intense jointing.
t

- About 25 meters downstream from the bridge is a relatively inconspicuous one meter-wide kink band which can be
traced for about 20 meters with orientation N70E, 75 NW. It folds and hence postdates the N45E joint set.
Formation of the kink requires compression within about 30 degrees of a prominent, pervasive anisotropy... bedding
in this case. Similar kinks appear several hundred meters downstream of location #2 and locally have minor fault
displacement associated.
LOCATION #8. Lake bed triplet of unit C
- The prominent sandstone of unit B lies under the bridge. Lack of outcrop immediately above marks the largely
covered trace of lake bed #1. At very low water levels it is partially exposed. The second and third lake beds are well
exposed, the third being in the foot of the dam.
- Abundant sedimentary features are present including dolomitic concretions and infilled mudcracks (in the top of
the third bed). Bedding plane faults and veins with fibrous calcite are present, similar to better exposed ones at
location #10. Many minor folds and small faults are present.
- Olsen (1986 and personal communication 1988) suggests that the tripletof lake beds represents climatic changes
associated with Malenkovich cycles. Some lively discussion on the trip may arise concerning correlations of this
triplet with others in the Mesozoic basins of the Appalachians.
■

LOCATION #9. NE end of spillway island. Lake bed #3 and the spillway sandstone, unit D.
- At low water, access is possible by walking across sandstone ridges beneath bridge. For the trip, we will try to
get permission to walk across the dam from Massachusetts Electric Company.
- Geologic relationships are illustrated in the map of figure 4 and the cross sectional cartoon of figure 17. The dam
foundations are in the resistant spillway sandstone. This unit also forms the resistant base for the north end of the
dam and for the next bridge pier to the south.
- Correlation with lake bed# 3 on the mainland is based on proper thickness, deep clastic-filled mudcracks, and
septarian concretions comprised of dolomite (John Hubert and Paul Merieny, personal communication, 1988).
- The "island" is a fault block splay of the Falls River Fault similar to the ones on the Canada Hill Fault (see
photo, figure 10). The projection of lake bed #3 from previous location would pass considerably above bed #3 at
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this location. The fault must pass very close to the bridge pier and very close to the south end of the spillway
gates. At extreme low water, the disturbed beds are visible next to the gates.
- Much of the surface of the island is a large curving normal (?) fault surface (fig. 17). With present dips, the fault
would be regarded as normal but it is essentially perpendicular to bedding, a paleo-vertical structure. At the contact
with the underlying lake bed, the fault has others parallel to it, which bend and drag the lake beds. One small graben
drops the overlying elastics about half a meter into the lake beds with the line of intersection of the conjugate faults
at 215,10 degrees.
—Fault motions on the island are indicated on figure 18. Group A l, normal faults dominate but some probable
reverse motions of group A3 type can be found, possibly a reflection of a younger compressional phase. Present but
not so prominent are strike-slip and oblique faults of group C. A few group D faults are also present
0

—Toward the SW end of the "island" beds of the sandstone between lake beds #2 and #3 can be seen to curve and
have increased amounts of displacement as they approach the open gut of water and the wall of rock beyond. The
wall is composed of the resistant spillway sandstone dropped by the next and largest of the splays of the Falls River
Fault (fig. 4).
LOCATION #10. Lake bed #4. SW end of spillway "island."
-C ross with care onto concrete apron of the dam. Largest of the Falls River Fault splays passes under concrete here
(fig. 19). Immediately next to the main fault is a concentra tion of small A l,2, and 3 faults in the sandstone (right
hand net of figure 20). Note breccia and mineralization.
-L ake bed #4 differs from any of those exposed on the mainland in having dolomitic laminites rare but present, a
dolomitic concretionary sandstone at the base, an organic mudstone with flattened dolomitic concretions at the top
and in having very high organic content with abundant hydrocarbons expelled into open fractures (John Hubert and
Paul Merieny, personal communication 1988). Fish scraps are abundant in a few locations.
-T h e sequence of structural events recorded in the pace and compass map of figure 19 and the net plots of figure 20
are given below.
(1) Early isoclinal folding with axes plunging shallowly at S30W. The best example of these folds is visible
under the concrete at the SW end of the exposure. Cleavage is present in some of the axial plane regions of some
of the folds but isoclinally folded calcite veins or other indications of mineralizing fluids are rare to absent Fold
asymmetry suggests top moving upward toward the NW. An early compressional phase seems likely in that the
motion sense is opposite that expected for gravity drive in a SE tilting basin.
(2) Group F of bedding plane faults. These were associated with fibrous calcite growth with i
plunging shallowly toward the NW. Slickenlines on the faults plunge shallowly and consistently at S70E. A
system of thin fibrous veins is closely associated with and commonly merges into the faults. Displacement sense is
difficult to determine from offset relationships but the extension direction of the calcite fibers clearly indicates a
down to the SE or normal sense of displacement. Slow gravity sliding to the SE of the entire mass of basin fill is a
reasonable model for the origin. Movements may have been complex as the fibrous veins, faults, and some thin
beds are mildly folded and crinkled about axes plunging S20W.
The late stages of growth of the calcite fibers include some solid hydrocarbons indicating depth of burial and
temperatures had reached the organic maturation stage.
(3) Extensive normal faulting common throughout much of the area is not common at this location except
immediately next to the Falls River Splay. Development of well defined joints must have taken place in the well
lithified sandstones and conglomerates because these structures are utilized for parasitic faulting in the next phase.
The degree of lithification is indicated by the fracturing of joints through the pebbles of conglomerates.
(4)
Prominent conjugate strike-slip motion on both the B and C groups of faults. These motions are
prominently displayed on the many large slickensided joint surfaces of the overlying sandstone and in faults crossing
the lake beds (fig. 19). Associated dolomitic veins with en echelon arrangements show a properly oriented S50E
sigma 3 to be in accord with a N40E sigma 1. The faults have calcite, dolomite, quartz, siderite, pyrite,
chalcopyrite, galena mineralization. Hydrocarbon coatings on veins and open-space fillings are common, suggesting
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this phase may have been at the height of organic m atter m aturation.
evidence of multiple motions.

Breccias are common and show
N
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Jointing is well developed in the adjacent sands but rare to completely absent in the lake beds. This probably
reflects the very slow lithification of the water-rich lake beds.
—
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